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Text Box
This paper was written more than thirty years ago, when Professor Libe Washburn was a Postdoctoral Scholar at SIO, and was reluctant to jeopardize his career in Oceanography by joining in a publication expressing the highly controversial views of his PhD advisor (CHG) about turbulence and fossil turbulence.  Since Washburn is now a distinguished, and tenured, Professor at UCSB, he has consented to the present publication.  Vastly different turbulence parameters result when the extreme intermittency in space and time of oceanic turbulence is not taken into account.  Most oceanographers claimed, and still claim, the difference is due to vibrations of towed sensors.  Not true.
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ABSTRACT 

Observations of mixing processes within the seasonal thermocline conducted from a towed 

instrument platform during the 1977 Mixed Layer Experiment (MILE) are compared to drop- 

sonde measurements. Mixing activity was found to be concentrated in small patches occupying 

about 4% of the total record. Dissipation rates of velocity, temperature and salinity, e,  xr, and 

xs were estimated for individual patches from microconductivity spectra. Values of E and x7- 

overlapped the ranges of dropsonde values reported by Dillon and Caldwell (1980) for patches 

at the same depths, 30-40 m. Mean values for the 5.7 km tow body record were 
- 
c = 2 x 105cm2/s3 and F T  = 1.0 ~ ~ O - ~ ~ C * / S .  From the spectral peak wavenumber, values of e  

in most of the microstructure patches were less than the minimum emin = 25vhr2 necessary for 

turbulence to exist, even though Cox numbers ( V  T)*/(v T')* in the patches were as large as 

4009 suggesting strong turbulence at a previous time. Previous dissipation rates e o  at the time 

of turbulence fossilization were estimated to be as large as 2.8 cm2/s3, with an average 

- 
e o  = 1.1 x 10^cm2/s3. Estimated values of temperature dissipation rates a1 fossilization 

were as large as 8.3 x ~ o " ~ o c ~ / s  with average 2 %  = 3.2 x~o '~ ' c~ / s .  From Washbum and Gib- 

son (1982b) T is approximately lognormal, with variance a-,igX = 1.0 decade and with mode 

X T  = 4 x 10100C2/s  which is 2.5 x lo3 times less than the mean. Background values of x at 

seasonal thermocline depths reported by Lange (1981) from a vertically profiling dropsonde 

were in the range l o 9  to 6 x 'CIS,  factors of lo2 - 103 less than the mean and compar- 

able to the mode of y7- in this region. Apparently, the Lange (1981) values underestimate the 

space average due to undersampling. The present intercomparison suggests such large underes- 

timates of the actual e,  x and C average values may be a characteristic result for isolated drop- 

sonde profiles in layers with intermittent turbulence where mode values tend to be much less 

than mean values. High wavenumber portions of some microconductivity spectra were dom- 

inated by salinity and indicate that salinity variance dissipation rates ,ys in the microstructure 

patches were as large as 3 x lo-'( f^/s. Because & / ~ z ^ / ~ ~ ( a  T / Q z ) ~  was found to be 
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of order 1.0, the vertical diffusivities of temperature KT and salinity Kv are apparently of com- 

parable magnitude. Two independent methods gave equal estimates of e n  for the microstruc- 

ture patches. â ‚ ¬ /  ratios ranged from 0.7 to as small as 6 x l o 7 .  Since e / e o  ratios were less 

than 1.0 in all patches the microstructure is interpreted as fossil turbulence at least at the largest 

scales. In several patches where e was less than 2 5 ~ ~ ~  the turbulence should be fossil at nearly 

all scales in most of the volume of the patch. However, within these strongly damped patches 

the temperature gradient spectra were broadened, indicating a wide range of c/vN2 values 

including some exceeding the critical value of 25 and thus some residual localized turbulence in 

all patches. Because much of the observed microstructure is fossil, the turbulent mixing 

processes have been undersampled by both the towed body and the dropsonde measurements. 

The towed body data gives better convergence to the space average than the dropsonde data 

because of greater sample size, but neither data set was large enough to include the dominant 

mixing in a state of completely active turbulence with e == e n .  
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The Mixed Layer Experiment (MILE) was a joint Canadian-United States study of mixed 

layer processes which was carried out at Ocean Station P (145'W, 50Â°N from 19 August to 7 

September 1977. Three ships, the Canadian weather ship Quadra, the NOAA ship Oceanogra- 

pher, and the USNS de Sieigner, operated in a 30 x 30km region around a three mooring trian- 

gle. Davis et al. (1981a,b) describe the evolution of the heat and momentum fields based on 

data from the moorings. An important goal of the MILE experiment was to study the turbulent 

mixing processes by which the storms of early autumn erode the open ocean summer thermo- 

cline. In an effort to understand the details of these mixing processes, direct, small scale 

microstructure measurements of temperature and velocity were conducted from a number of 

instrument platforms during MILE. 

A corrolary goal of MILE was to intercompare towed body and dropsonde turbulence 

measurement techniques. The present paper and Washburn and Gibson (1982a,b) discuss 

horizontally towed microstructure measurements made from the Oceanographer in the layer of 

maximum vertical density gradient at the pycnoline, in the depth interval 30-40111. In the 

present paper, these horizontal measurements are compared to vertically profiling dropsonde 

measurements of Lange (1981) from the de Sfeiguer and dropsonde measurements of Dillon 

and Caldwell (19801, Dillon (1982a) and Caldwell et al. (1980) made from the Oceanographer at 

times alternating with the times of towed profiles. 

As discussed by Gibson (198la), sampling turbulence in the ocean is no easy matter and 

rather spectacular discrepancies have arisen between estimates of turbulence parameters in the 

same layer of the ocean depending both on how the turbulence is sampled and on how the 

same microstructure data is interpreted. For example, a discrepancy of 3-4 orders of magnitude 

has existed for several years between measured values of the velocity and temperature dissipa- 

tion rates e and y in the "core" (maximum velocity) layers of both Atlantic and Pacific equa- 

torial undercurrents depending on whether the instruments were towed or dropped. Williams 

and Gibson (1974) and Belyaev et at. (1975) find e values of 10^cm2/s3 and y values of 
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1 0 ' " - l o 4  O C / S  at core depths with towed bodies, compared to e values of 

(2-4) x lo-' cm2/s3 by Crawford (1976) and Crawford and Osborn (1980) and \ values of 

(2-10) x T 2 / s  by Gregg (1 976) and (1.1-3,400) x 'c2/s by Osborn and Bilodeau 

(1980) using various dropsondes. The discrepancy is attributed to 'vibrations' in towed body 

measurements by Gregg (1976) and Crawford and Osborn (1980). However, Gibson (1 98 la) 

attributes the discrepancy to large undersampling errors in dropsonde measurements due to the 

large intermittency of the turbulence at the strongly stratified core depths. 

The results of the present intercomparison of towed body and dropsonde dissipation meas- 

urements from the seasonal thermocline may be relevant to the equatorial undercurrent core 

layer because both are regions of maximum vertical density gradient. Although the distribu- 

tions of mean vertical shear for the two layers are different, the effects of the maximum 

stratification on the turbulence should be the same; that is, both the mixing rate and the inter- 

mittency may be maximized compared to layers above and below. Dropsonde profiles of Lange 

(1981) and Dillon and Caldwell (1980) show minimum e and x values at seasonal thermocline 

depths, just as Osbom (1980) and Gregg (1976) show minimum values of e and x,  respec- 

tively, at equatorial undercurrent core depths. However, as proposed by Gibson (1981a) and as 

indicated by the present towed body measurements, turbulence and mixing (and e and x) may 

actually be at maximum levels for both the seasonal thermocline and the equatorial under- 

current core layer, not minimum levels. The minima in e and x observed by the various drop- 

sondes may be only a manifestation of undersampling caused by maximum intermittency of the 

turbulence process in these strongly stratified layers. 

Turbulence intercomparison measurements at sea are difficult because of large variability 

in time and space of the background conditions. However, during MILE the solar heating and 

the cooling by wind mixing were roughly in equilibrium. Davis et al. (198la) found that the 

12.5 hour-average depth of the 9'C and 10Â° isotherms varied by 5 m or more during MILE 

compared to a deepening trend during this period of less than a meter. CTD profiles by S, P. 

Hayes (personal communication, 1978) also show little qualitative change over the MILE 
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period compared to the day to day variability. Therefore, the microstructure comparisons in the 

present paper will be made assuming that the only relevant external parameter is the wind 

speed at the time of observation and that the previous history or the date of the observation are 

less important. 

Washburn and Gibson (1982b) show that turbulence and mixing activity in the seasonal 

thermocline is concentrated in a small fraction of the fluid volume. In this paper we report 

detailed analysis of the microstructure in 33 active patches and examine the contribution of 

these patches to various averages within the layer. Comparisons are made with the dropsonde 

measurements of Lange (1981) and Dillon and Caldwell (1980). The VMSR (velocity micro- 

structure recorder) used by Lange (1981) is the most sensitive to temperature fluctuations of 

the three microstructure systems deployed in MILE but collected the least data: Only 12 profiles 

were successful giving about 120 meters of record within the depth zone of the seasonal ther- 

mocline. values reported by Lange (1981) within this region were in the range (1-6) X l o 9  

2 OC Is  for days with light winds (September 2-3, wind speed 4-6 m/s) and about 

2.5 x - 6.0 x lo-' 'c2/s for moderate winds (September 4, 7.7 mls). Dillon and Caldwell 

(1980) used a rapidly deployable dropsonde and collected 381 successful profiles. They report 

(isotropic) C values of 3-60 for the depth range 30-40 m during light winds (September 1, 5.5 

mls) 8 hours after a storm, giving much larger x values in the range (0.1-7) x l o 6  0 ~ 1 s  

(assuming 8% = 0.28 OC/m from their vertical temperature profiles). During one of the 

stronger storms of the MILE experiment a few hours later (September 1, 15.5 mls) they found 

C values were 3-9,000 at 30-40 m giving x values from 6.6 x to 2 x 'c21s. 

Why are the Dillon and Caldwell (1980) y values as much as lo4 times larger than the 

Lange (1981) values? It seems likely that the larger values reflect the larger sample size gen- 

erated by the more rapidly deployable dropsonde just as the larger range of x values observed 

by Osborn and Bilodeau (1980) in the equatorial undercurrent core probably reflects their larger 

sample size compared to Gregg (1976) rather than any difference in the flows. What are the 

space time averages of x, C, and e in the MILE seasonal thermocline? Dillon and Caldweil 

(1980) conclude that i t  is impossible to give a reliable estimate of from their data because 
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temperature gradient spectra were often unresolved in this region. Likewise their estimates of 

C, and consequently of x, are extremely variable with differences of up to 3 orders of magni- 

tude. Because of this variability and the fact that on a given day their record length within the 

seasonal thermocline is small, determination of mean values at a given time is very uncertain 

and is not done by Dillon and Caldwell (1980). Because the total record length from the Lange 

(1981) data is even smaller than that of Dillon and Caldwell (19801, it is also impossible to 

estimate mean values of x from Lange (1981). In this paper we present estimates of mean 

values of x, C, and e based on individual patches of microstructure from a total record length 

of 5700 m obtained during a horizontal tow through the seasonal thermocline. These towed 

data were obtained on September 7, several days after the storm in which the Dillon and 
\ 

Caldwell (1980) data were collected. Values of e and C in individual patches from these towed 

profiles span the range of values reported by Dillon and Caldwell (1980) in the seasonal ther- 

mocline. The mode of the distribution of x estimated from these towed data is close to the x 

profile values of Lange (1981) in the seasonal thermocline region. This is expected since a few 

samples of a highly intermittent random variable with a nearly lognormal distribution will tend 

to sample the most probable value of the distribution, the mode. 

The viscous dissipation rate e is also a crucial parameter in understanding the dynamics of 

small scale mixing processes in the ocean. However, estimating e by direct measurement of 

velocity gradients on viscous scales is much more difficult than direct x measurements from 

small scale temperature gradients. Dillon and Caldwell (1980) report several inferred values of 

e from the seasonal thermocline which are less than 10^cm2/s3; substantially below the noise 

level of the most advanced velocity measuring probes such as the airfoil shear probe used by 

Gargett and Osborn (1981) or the heated thermistors used by Lange (1981) during MILE. The 

Dillon and Caldwell (1980) e estimates were made by fitting temperature gradient spectra to the 

diffusive cutoff portion of universal form predicted by the turbulent mixing theory of Batchelor 

(1959), and in this paper we use the wavenumber at the spectral peak. According to the theory 

the wavenumber at the spectral peak should be proportional to ( e / v  D*)' ' '~ (see (1) in Section 3 
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of this paper). As long as the spectrum has the universal form, fitting any portion should give 

the same value of e .  The method has also been used by other investigators, including Schedvin 

(1979) and Caldwell et at. (1980). However, as pointed out by Dillon and Caldwell (1980), if 

the patch contains various e values the spectrum will be broadened and their algorithm will be 

biased to the largest e values in the patch. Similarly, our method of basing on the peak 

wavenumber is biased toward smaller e values, since adding two Batchelor spectra with the 

same x values but different e mll produce a spectrum with peak determined by the smaller e 

value. Gibson (1982b) concludes that the Dillon and Caldwell (1980) and Caldwell et al. 

(1980) microstructure is fossil turbulence in various stages of decay, but Gibson (1982a) shows 

that the same proportionality constant and spectral shape should be found near the spectral 

peak for either actively turbulent or fossil turbulence microstructure. Oakey (1982) has 

recently verified the temperature gradient e technique by estimating the proportionality constant 

and spectral shape with simultaneous velocity and temperature measurements in the ocean. He 

found good agreement between e from direct velocity measurement and e inferred from the 

temperature gradient spectrum. Gibson (1982a) shows (ignoring possible variability in e and 

N )  that many of the Oakey (1982) microstructure regions sampled are completely nonturbulent 

fossils and that all regions are fossil at the largest scales by comparison with the Gibson (1980) 

theory, so the agreement between direct and indirect e values is consistent with the theoretical 

prediction that the universal form should be valid for fossil turbulence spectra at the diffusive 

cutoff. 

For the seasonal thermocline the Lange (1981) e values appear inexplicably large com- 

pared with the pattern of y values in the same region. Lange's heated thermistor e profile 

values were lo3- lo4  times larger than the minimum values in the microstructure patches 

detected by either the Dillon and Caldwell (1980) dropsonde or the present towed body using 

either the "peak" or "tail" temperature gradient e technique. This is in contrast with the y 
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profiles reported by Lange (1 981) which were lo3 - lo4 times smaller than minimum ,y values 

from these towed data and 1 0  - 1 0  times smaller than minimum x values inferred from Dil- 

Ion and Caldwell (1980). Since high e values should always be associated with high x values in 

regions of large vertical temperature gradient (see Section 3 ,  (911, the mismatch in profiles of 

Lange (1981) is surprising. 

Values of e obtained from temperature spectra allow inferences about the state of fluid 

motion within microstructure regions. Two fundamental scales may be evaluated if and N are 

known: the Richardson (or Ozmidov) length La = e ^ N ' / ~  and the Kolmogoroff length 

LK = u3I4 e where A' is the Briint-Vaisala frequency and u is the kinematic viscosity. As 

discussed by Gibson (19801, LR and & represent limits on the range of scales over which 3- 

dimensional turbulence can exist. Gibson (1980) proposes that the criterion for the existence 

of active turbulence in a stratified fluid should be e 23Ou N2. Gibson (1981b, 1982~)  present a 

wavelength criterion for the existence of turbulence; that is, 1.2 LR 2 A 2 15 LK. These cri- 

teria are in good agreement with measurements of Stillinger (1981) which give e > 25 u N2 and 

1.4 Lo 2 A' 2 15.4 LK,  where A '  is an overturning scale approximately equal to the 

wavelength A. Buoyancy forces suppress vertical motions on scales larger than LR while at 

scales smaller than LK viscous stresses damp the turbulent motion and leave the fluid in a state 

of locally uniform straining. Increasing e tends to increase the range of vertical scales lying 

between LR and Lv (the inertial subrange of the turbulence) and hence increase the vertical 

scales over which turbulent transport may occur. Weinstock (1978) argues that most of the 

transport within a turbulent region in a stratified fluid occurs at scales within the inertial 

subrange, although a significant amount of kinetic energy may reside in scales larger than LR. 

This is equivalent to the criterion of Gibson (1981b, 1982~)  that turbulent transport may occur 

only over a limited range of vertical wavelengths, as discussed above. 
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In two-thirds of the patches examined, we find that values of e  from our towed data in 

the seasonal thermocline are smaller than 25 v  A'?, thus indicating that, based on mean quanti- 

ties, no turbulence can exist on any scale in these patches. However, as discussed previously, 

the broad distribution of both e  and N will permit some residual turbulence even in such 

patches. Therefore the small scale temperature and salinity fluctuations in the patches were 

produced by active turbulence but are almost completely fossil temperature and salinity tur- 

bulence at the time of observation. In the other third of the patches e values were larger than 

25 v  N*, but in all cases e  values were smaller than e o r  = 13DCN2. This indicates that l values 

within these microstructure patches are not sufficient to overturn on the vertical scales implied 

by the values of C  in these same patches. e n t  is less than or equal to the dissipation rate at fos- 

silization e o .  As proposed by Gibson (19801, e o  == 13D Co N* and the ratio e / e o t  A?,  where 

AT is the turbulence activity parameter. According to the Gibson (1980) theory AT must be > 1 

for completely active turbulence. Since e / e o t  < 1 then AT < 1, so none of the microstructure 

patches are actively turbulent at the largest wavelengths of the temperature fluctuations; that is, 

for wavelengths A where 1.2LRo 2 A > 1.2 Lo. Using the wavelength criterion discussed pre- 

viously, active turbulence can exist in these patches only for A values in the range 

1.2 LR > A 2 15 LK. For the present data, the largest inferred overturning wavelength at fossili- 

zation 1.2 Lao was 620 cm in a patch where the measured 1.2 La was only 0.8 cm. The largest 

overturning wavelength 1.2 LR measured was 13 cm in a patch where 1.2 LRo was 63 cm (see 

Table 1). Because the microstructure patches are fossil turbulence remnants, the previous dis- 

sipation rates must have been much larger than those measured, at least as large as the inferred 

values of e n  and x o .  Further discussion of the techniques used to infer hydrodynamic activity 

from parameters such as A T  and e n 1  are given in Section 3. 

The largest value of AT observed in the present data was 0.78, indicating almost com- 

pletely active turbulence, in one 6.6 m long patch with Cox number of 271 and 

e / v h r 2  = 219 >> 25 = ( e / v r n m i n .  However, the patch with the largest Cox number of 4009 

had an AT value of only 0.012 and e / v h r 2  = 1.0 << 25. Co = C / A T  for the latter patch was 
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3.3 x lo-' compared to only Co = 347 for the patch with AT = 0.78 (from (71, Section 3). 

Therefore the most actively turbulent patch; that is, the patch with largest AT value, makes a 

negligible contribution to either the space average 2 or space-time average <x> compared to a 

completely fossil patch with large xo. The actual space-time average Cox number < C> is 

probably bounded by the space average C = 42 and the space average zo = 1282, at least over 

a previous time period comparable to the age of the patch with the largest Co value. At present 

no reliable method exists for estimating the age of a fossil turbulence patch, so i t  is not clear 

whether the space-time average should be closer to C or Co. or what time period is represented 

by such an estimate of the space-time average. Gibson (1982~) estimates the age of a deep 

ocean fossil patch detected by Gregg (1980) as several days using the measured Thorpe dis- 

placement scales c, but !, values are not available for the present data and the Gibson (1982~) 

technique is quite approximate and requires several questionable assumptions. Dillon (1982a) 
- 

estimates time constants  ST^/^ which are less than //-I for the Dillon and Caldwell (1980) 
- 

microstructure patches, and Dillon (1982b) estimates time constants gp l c / e  which are less than 

A ' ' .  From these small values Dillon concludes that the patches cannot be fossil turbulence at 

any scale, contrary to the conclusions of Gibson (1982~). The difference in interpretation 

appears to be due to differences in calculational techniques, differences in assumptions about 

the appropriate parameter relationships, and differences in assumptions about the necessary pro- 

perties of fossil turbulence. All these differences arise from the present poor state of under- 

standing of stratified turbulence. Further discussion of these differences is beyond the scope of 

the present paper 
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2. EXPERIMENTAL DESCRIPTION AND DATA ANALYSIS  

Data of this paper were collected on 7 September 1977 in the depth interval 30-40m in 

the seasonal thermocline during MILE from the Oceanographer. Temperature data 

were obtained from the signal of a small conductivity probe (2.5 mm electrode length), referred 

to here as a microconductivity probe, mounted on an instrument platform which was towed at a 

nearly constant depth. For the temperature-salinity variations of these data the microconduc- 

tivity signal was usually dominated by fluctuations of temperature at all measured wavenumbers 

although a few regions were found in which the highest wavenumbers were dominated by salin- 

ity. A factor of 1.16 oC/(mmho/cm) is used to convert conductivity to temperature as dis- 

cussed by Washburn and Gibson (1982a). Details of the performance and calibration of the 

microconductivity probe and a description of the towed instrument system is given by Wash- 

burn and Gibson (1982a). The towed instrument platform and decoupling system for constant 

depth tows are further described by Naysmyth (1980) and Gibson (1979). 

Washburn and Gibson (1982b) show that the turbulence parameters e ,  x, and C in the 

seasonal thermocline are determined by patches of microstructure activity occupying a small 

fraction of the total record. In the present paper we examine 33 of the most active patches in 

detail, occupying about 230 m of the total 5700 m record, or 4%. The patches completely dom- 

inate the space average e,  x, and C values for the record; for example, 70% of the mean x 

value is accounted for by only 6 active patches occupying only 1% of the total record. In terms 

of average parameters, none of these "active" patches appear to be actively turbulent at the larg- 

est vertical wavelengths at the time of measurement. 

Once regions of temperature microstructure activity were identified, raw spectral estimates 

were obtained by Fourier transforming (FFT algorithm) segments of data within the regions 

and ensemble averaging spectra from the adjacent segments. Prior to applying the transform, 

data segments were first differenced for pre-whitening and tapered with a Gaussian window. 

Typically 10 to 32 spectra were averaged over horizontal distances of 5 to 15 m, depending on 

the length of activity. Very few patches were found with horizontal extents greater than 10 m. 
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To provide further smoothing, the ensemble averaged spectra were geometrically band averaged 

to a maximum of 16 points per frequency band. Following the band averaging the spectra were 

converted from temporal to spatial frequency using the Taylor hypothesis 9/9x = - (9/9?) U-' 

and the average velocity U of the instrument platform through the region of activity. Average 

velocity for each region was obtained from a ducted current meter mounted on the instrument 

platform. 

A final step in the preparation of temperature gradient spectra was a consideration of the 

effects of limited microconductivity probe frequency response and spatial resolution. As dis- 

cussed by Washburn and Gibson (1982a) the open flow design of the microconductivity probe 

results in flushing of the cell averaging volume at the free stream velocity with boundary layer 

effects confined to a very thin region near the probe surface. This results in very high fre- 

quency response compared to most other temperature sensors such as thermistors. Of the two 

instrumental effects spatial resolution limitation is a more important factor in estimating spectra 

than the frequency response. Because most of the results of this paper deal with portions of 

the temperature gradient spectrum at wavelengths many times the probe electrode length, no 

correction for spatial resolution has been applied. Portions of some conductivity spectra at the 

highest wavenumbers appear to be dominated by salinity fluctuations which should have the 

same universal spectral form as the temperature, but displaced to higher wavenumber by a fac- 

tor of about 30. No substantial departures from the expected spectral form for salinity were 

observed to the smallest wavelengths presented here; that is, to wavelengths A = 0.5cm which 

is twice the electrode length. A further discussion of the spatial resolution of the microconduc- 

tivity probe is given by Washburn and Gibson (1982a). Because signal levels in the active 

microstructure regions examined in this paper were high, none of the data presented have been 

adjusted for noise. 
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Examples of temperature gradient spectra from three regions of microstructure activity in 

which the spectral peaks have been resolved are shown in Figure 1. The rising spectrum at the 

bottom of Fig. 1 is an equivalent temperature gradient noise spectrum plotted as a function of 

wavenumber. The one-dimensional Batchelor spectrum (dashed line) given by Gibson and 

Schwarz (1963) is superimposed on the upper spectrum. All three spectra are somewhat 

broader than the Batchelor form, particularly spectrum D-6 which has a very wide spectral max- 

imum. Cox numbers indicated on Fig. 1 are computed from C = 3 (9 T/9 x)'/(d F/a  z ) *  where 

isotropy of the small scale temperature fluctuations has been assumed. The mean vertical tem- 

perature gradient used in computing C is 0.3 OCIm. This was derived from a salinity- 

temperature-depth profile of S.P. Hayes (personal communication, 1978) obtained about 1.5 

hours before the 7 September tow at the same depth as the average for the tow of 35 m. The 

general broadening of the spectral maximum with decreasing Cox number apparent in Fig. 1 is 

a trend found in all of the towed data presented here and agrees qualitatively with the findings 

of Dillon and Caldwell (1980) in their very detailed comparisons with the Batchelor form. This 

broadening and apparent departure from the Batchelor form at small Cox number indicates a 

greater variation of e within regions of weak microstructure activity. 

The position of the Batchelor spectrum in wavenumber, or equivalently the peak 

wavenumber, depends on e within the fluid; a higher value of e results in convective straining 

of isotherms to smaller scales, thus producing a higher peak wavenumber of the temperature 

gradient spectrum. The peak wavenumber of the one-dimensional Batchelor spectrum given by 

Gibson and Schwarz (1963) occurs at radian wavenumber, 

where D is the thermal diffusivity of sea water and q is an experimentally determined constant. 

Recent oceanic measurements by Oakey (1982) using an airfoil shear probe and a platinum film 
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temperature sensor produced estimates of q in the range q = 3.7 Â 1.5. In this paper we take 

q = 2 8 ,  near the mid-points of the experimentally determined range and at the upper limit of 

the theoretical estimate of the range of q given by Gibson (1968). This results in estimates of 

l and rate of strain y = (e/v)Ih which are slightly larger than those computed using the expres- 

sions in Gibson (1980) where q A 2 was assumed. From (1) it may be seen that large varia- 

tions of e within an averaging segment will result in the superposition of temperature gradient 

spectra with differing peak wavenumbers and will produce a composite spectrum with a broader 

maximum than the Batchelor form. 

Strong intermittency of e will also tend to increase the value of q somewhat, as discussed 

by Gibson (1982b). Although active turbulence is a necessary condition for the initial genera- 

tion of temperature and salinity microstructure, the Batchelor spectrum will persist even after 

the microstructure is completely fossil turbulence and all overturning turbulent motions have 

been damped away, as shown by Gibson (1982b). Physically, the Batchelor spectrum reflects a 

local equilibrium between molecular diffusion and the fluid rate of strain. High wavenumber 

Fourier elements of the scalar field tend to align with the local least principle rate of strain axes 

and are rapidly converted to the Batchelor scale ( D / ~ ) *  where diffusive damping begins. As 

shown by Gibson (19801, if the rate of strain y decreases to less than 5N all turbulence will 

cease, but the convective mixing in the fossil turbulence will continue and the dissipation rate e 

can still be estimated using (1). 

The dissipation rate of scalar variance xe is defined as 2 De (V  Q ) ~ ,  where De is the molec- 

ular diffusivity of a conserved scalar fluid property 0 such as temperature or salinity. \a may 

generally be used as an indicator of hydrodynamic activity. As shown by Gibson (1 98O), when a 

patch of turbulence occurs, the maximum vertical extent of the patch will be about 

( E ~ / A ~ ' ) ' ~  s LRo where e n  is the dissipation rate of the turbulence at fossilization and N is the 

ambient Viiisglii frequency (-^ &)I/!. Large vertical overturning scales require large turbulent 
p a 2  

dissipation rates e. x a  increases with large c 0  and &,, if ~6 is vertical since larger 6 

differences are entrained by the larger overturning scales. At fossilization 
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as shown by Gibson (1980) and Gibson (1982~).  From ( 2 )  we can express e n  in terms of the 

Cox number Cy = ( v ~ ) ~ / ( v ? ) ~  

using the definition of yo. The actual Cox number Ce in fossil 6 turbulence will be less than 

the initial value Coo because y < y o  and mixing continues. According to (Gibson, 1980) 

where y = (e/v)'^' is the rate of strain at the time of observation. Therefore, combining (4) 

and (3) gives 

Equations (1) and ( 5 )  provide two independent estimates of the dissipation rate e based 

on the 6 gradient spectrum. If the turbulence of the microstructure is at fossilization the two 

estimates should be equal. If the microstructure is fossil-0-turbulence at large scales (or all 

scales if y < 5 N )  then l < .so1. The ratio e/e /  gives a measure of the degree of turbulence 

activity. From (1) and (5) with q 2 

where AT is the turbulence activity parameter defined by Gibson (1980). Measured values of 

AT for the present microstructure patches are given in the next section with the assumption 

that q = 2 d .  

From (3), (41, (51, and (6 )  and the definitions of y, C and y i t  follows that 
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and that 

as shown by Gibson (1981 b). Equality in (41, (7). and (8) occurs for microstructure during 

and immediately after the completion of the fossilization (turbulence damping) process. Ine- 

quality results because the microstructure continues to mix and C decreases by internal wave 

, and nonturbulent restratification motions even after the turbulence has been completely 

damped away by the stable stratification. In Section 4 estimates of x o ,  Co, and e n  are made 

assuming equality in (7) and (81, respectively. 

Temperature gradient spectral levels in layers of strong thermal stratification increase with 

both l and x. This is illustrated by the relationship between the dissipation rate and Cox 

number Co given by (3). Since (as shown by Gibson, 1980) 

where Pen is the Peclet number of the turbulence at fossilization and since in a thermally 

stratified layer l'@ = g a(9 T/ai) ,  where g is gravity and a is the coefficient of thermal 

expansion, we see from (3) that the velocity gradient variance for the same Reynolds number 

turbulent patches will tend to increase proportionally with the mean vertical temperature gra- 

dient. Thus, 

where we have assumed Co = Pr Reo/13, corresponding to a critical value of Reo of about 25 

and a critical value of Co of about 2 Pr (see Gibson, 1982c), and Pr = v /D .  Values of Reo in 

the pycnoline will tend to be increased compared to adjacent layers by the concentration of 

shear due to the vorticity production term Vp x Vp. From (91, e values in the pycnoline 
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microstructure patches should not only be larger than values in the background fluid of the 

layer, but also larger than e values in patches from less strongly stratified layers. The largest 

Re,, value for the present data is 1.8 x lo6. 
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4. TURBULENCE A N D  MIXING PARAMETERS WITHIN THE MOST ACTIVE M~CROSTRUCTURE 

PATCHES 

Figure 2 shows temperature as a function of horizontal distance for the data records 

analyzed, as well as the microstructure patch locations. Temperature gradient variance plots, T- 

S diagrams and other details are given in Washburn and Gibson (1982b) for the same data. 

Four digital records A, B, C and D were produced from analog tape, for a total of about 

5700 m of the 8000 m total record. The individual microstructure patches selected for analysis 

are numbered in Fig. 2. Table 1 summarizes the statistical parameters computed for each of 

the numbered patches. The 33 patches were selected to include the regions of strongest tem- 

perature gradient variance activity which dominate the total record average 2. Because the layer 

is strongly stratified, the patches should also include the regions which dominate the average 

viscous dissipation rate Z. Unlike regions in a fully turbulent mixed layer where strong tur- 

bulent mixing could reduce the amplitude of the small scale temperature fluctuations below the 

noise level of the sensors, strong turbulence in a layer stratified by temperature should invari- 

ably be associated with strong temperature fluctuations since as e increases the vertical scale of 

entrainment and thus the range of temperature difference both increase. This is shown by (9) 

and the discussion in Section 3. 

As shown in Table 1, the patches vary in length from 3.8 to 15 meters and cover a depth 

range from 31.3 to 37.1 meters. Cox numbers C for the patches are between 241 and 4009. 

The ratio y / N  was greater than the critical value of 5 indicating turbulence for only 11 of the 

33 patches, with maximum value of about 16 corresponding to a maximum e value of 

1.5 x 103cm2/s3. The other 22 microstructure patches were nonturbulent with minimum y / N  

values as low as 0.3 comparable to y / N  for deep ocean internal waves obeying the Garrett and 

2 3 Munk spectrum, and with minimum e values of (3-5) x 1 0 '  cm /s . Since these y / N  values 

are derived from the wavenumber kn at the temperature gradient spectral peak using (11, they 

will tend to be smaller than values estimated from a higher wavenumber fit if the spectrum is 

broadened by variations in e within the patch. 
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Temperature dissipation rates y in the patches ranged from 6.1 x "c2/s  to 

1.0 x "c^/s for the most active patch D-4 which also had the largest Cox number of 4009. 

The weighted average 

where L = 5700m is the total record length and A.Y, is the length of the i-th patch. f is .a 

lower bound of the actual space average, since y outside the patches has been neglected. 

Including the background variance, which is mostly noise, increases by less than 30Â°/o 

Neglecting all but the six most active patches, comprising only 0.8% of the total record, 

decreases f by only 30%. estimated above is only 10% less than the mean of the lognormal 

probability density function derived for these data in Washbum and Gibson (1982b). 

Similarly, the weighted average viscous dissipation rate for the record was computed to be 

- 
e = 2.0 x 10^cm2/s3 setting e = 0 outside the patches. If the background e is less than or 

equal to the smallest value observed in a patch, then 7 will increase by less than 1%. Since 

temperature gradient spectra for the background regions were not resolved, it is not possible to 

estimate the uncertainty in this calculation based on measurements. From (31, i t  seems likely 

that e values will be maximum in the patches of maximum x value and that the interrnittency 

of e will be comparable to the intermittency of x, so that Z will be a lower bound of the space 

average. Minimum values of e for the patches were (3-5) x 1O7cm2/s3, which is less than the 

e noise level for available velocity sensors by at least a factor of ten. e values outside the 

patches are probably even lower. 

Preliminary values of the salinity dissipation rate yc are also listed in Table 1. These are 

derived by fitting viscous convective subranges (f>s = q xs k to high wavenumber por- 

tions of some of the conductivity spectra which departed from a strong temperature spectrum 

rolloff at levels significantly above the noise spectrum. Since 
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ds = ( a . s / a d 3 ~  and d T  = { Q T / ~ O - ) ~ ~ ~ ~  

where < f s u s  and OUT are the salinity and temperature components of the conductivity spectrum, 

then 

where 5 is in ( L )  and T is in OC. The partial derivatives aS/Qcr and 9  T / Q u  are obtained from 

the salinity scale of Lewis (1980) as discussed by Washburn and Gibson (1982b). Since the 

effective rate of strain y in the microstructure patches is the same for both temperature and 

salinity, the salinity variance dissipation rate in ( % ) s '  may be estimated as 

where (cffVs/orT) is the ratio of viscous convective subranges of the conductivity spectra <h- 

2 attributed to salinity and temperature, respectively, and X T  is in OC Is. The method is illus- 

trated in Figure 3, which shows spectra from patch 1  and 4 of record A compared to the noise 

spectrum. The spectrum from patch A-4 shows a clear departure from the temperature 

diffusive rolloff beginning at A-=I cpcm at a level a factor of 7 above the noise. The ratio 

2 2 @ u T / ~ u s  is about 60 OC /(%) . Since X T  for patch A-4 is 1.7 x lo-' "c2/s then 

2  xs  = 2.2 x 1 0 '  ( L )  Is, as listed in Table 1. No salinity viscous convective subrange above 

2 the noise is shown in Fig. 3 for patch A-1 ,  so ys  must be < 2.2 x lo-' (%;I Is, computed by 

the same method. 

If the vertical eddy diffusivities of temperature and salinity are equal then one would 

expect 

2 

x s / x T  = [ ( a j / a z ) / ( a ~ / a - ' ) ]  ( 1 1 )  

2 
from the Osborn and Cox (1972) model. For the present data [ ( a ~ / a : ) / ( a ~ / Q z ) \  is about 
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(11400) [ ( ~ ) / ' c ] * ,  which is smaller than most of the t s / ~ T  ratios found from Table 1, but 

larger than others, indicating that to first order Kv == KT.  Salinity Cox numbers are not listed 

in Table 1 but may be readily computed. For example, for patch A-4 

cs = X s / 2 ~ s ( a 3 / a d 2  = 5 x lo5. 

Figure 4 is a comparison of e values measured in the seasonal thermocline during MILE 

by different techniques. The present towed body inferred values of e ,  e '  and e n  for the 

microstructure patches listed in Table 1 are shown as numbered squares, points and crossed 

squares, respectively, with the three record depths A, B and D shown at the right. Values from 

record C are not shown but are given in Table 1. Patch dissipation rates of Dillon and Caldwell 

(1980) are shown as circles and triangles for low and high wind speeds, respectively, and the 

profiles presented by Lange (1981) are shown by lines. Lange's e values were measured using 

a heated thermistor on the VMSR dropsonde. 

All measurements were made during a six day period from September 1-7 (Julian Day 

244-250). Wind speeds for both dropsonde data sets spanned the 7.7 m/s winds of Sep- 

tember 7 (JD 250) for the present towed body measurements. The temperature profile on JD 

246 by Lange shows the seasonal thermocline was at 30-40 m with dm - 0.3 OC/m, the 

same stratification condition indicated by S. P. Hayes (personal communication, 1978) on JD 

250. On JD 245 Lange (1981) shows the maximum thermocline gradient was the same 

strength but a few meters shallower. Dillon and Caldwell (1980) show temperature profiles for 

their low wind speed (5.5 m/s) and high wind speed (15.5 mls) which have Q T / Q Z  values 

close to 0.3 OCIm in the depth range 30-40 m. Thus i t  appears that the oceanographic and 

meterological conditions for the three data sets are reasonably well matched so that the mixing 

processes in the seasonal thermocline should be comparable. 

As discussed previously, the criterion for the existance of active turbulence in terms of 

the range of possible overturning wavelengths A is that 1.2 LR 2 A 2 15 Lv The buoyancy 

wavelength 1.2 La and the viscous wavelength 15 Ly, are plotted at the top of Fig. 4 as a func- 

tion of 6 for the seasonal thermocline with 9 7 7 9 ~  = 0.3 OC/m, N = 2.3 x rad/s. Active 
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turbulence can exist only for e  values greater than about l o 4  cm2s ' ,  corresponding to the 

point in Fig. 4 where the 1.2 La and 15 Lv lines cross. The range of actively turbulent 

wavelengths is shown by the diagonally hatched region on the right. Any microstructure 

patches to the left of the diagonally hatched region must be completely fossil turbulence, since 

buoyancy and viscous forces dominate motions at all scales of the microstructure. This diagram 

neglects the known variations of e and A' within the patch, which will probably always permit 

some local turbulence. 

Most of e samples shown in the lower portion of Fig. 4 appear to be nonturbulent, except 

for a few towed body patches (33% of the total) and some of the Dillon and Caldwell (1980) 

microstructure patches at high wind speeds. Most of the tow body and the Dillon and Caldwell 

(1980) dropsonde e values for low winds were at about c ~ * s - ~ .  

Values of e o  = 13 D C,, N̂  for the towed body microstructure patches are generally higher 

than even the Dillon and Caldwell patch values for high winds, with a maximum value of 2.8 

c m 2 s 3  for patch D-4. The range of e values, past and present, spans over 7 decades and illus- 

trates the extreme intermittency of the turbulence in space and time. 

Surprisingly, the Lange (1981) e profiles lie at the upper end of the range l o 3  

cm2s3  of patch e values from Dillon and Caldwell (1980) and the present towed body patch e 

values. Since the continuous VMSR e profiles should represent non-patch "background" fluid 

about 95% of the time, it might be expected that the profiles would show e values less than or 

equal to the minimum e values estimated in the microstructure patches; that is, as low as 

l O " ~ r n ~ s - ~  or factors lo3- lo4 less than observed by Lange (1981). Lange (1981) estimates an 

rms noise of less than 4 x l o 3  s '  in awls:, the vertical velocity gradient in the vertical direc- 

tion, which gives e noise < 2 x 1 0 6 c m 2 s 3 .  A temperature gradient sensitivity of 8 x lO^m/s 

OC is given, corresponding to a temperature induced e  of 

where x is in 0 ~ ~ 1 s .  Since Lange (1981) reports x profiles in the seasonal thermocline of only 
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low8 0 ~ 2 / s ,  the temperature noise should be only 1.6 x 10'^cm2s3, much less than the 

observed values. It seems physically unrealistic that background e values should be (2-3) ord- 

ers of magnitude greater than the minimum e values in the microstructure patches and compar- 

able to maximum e values in the patches. Consequently, we conclude that the VMSR noise 

level may have been underestimated or that temperature effects may be more important. Most 

profiles of e in the seasonal thermocline in other ocean regions by Gargett and Osoom (1981) 

using the airfoil shear probe show values of less than 1 0 ^ c m 2 s 3  (the instrument noise 

level), which is consistent with our observations. 

Figure 5 shows an intercomparison of x and C values in the seasonal thermocline 

estimated and measured by different techniques. Towed body y and C values from Table 1 are 

shown as numbered open squares and ,yo and C values as numbered crossed squares. The 

record designation and approximate depth range for the towed data are shown at the right. Dil- 

Ion and Caldwell (1980) C values for light and strong winds are given by circles and triangles, 

as in Fig. 4. Since the mean temperature gradient for the Dillon and Caldwell (1980) data was 

==0.3 'C m-' the x scale should also be approximately correct for inferring x values from their 

values of C. The wind speed for the towed body data was about 7.7 m swl, which is intermedi- 

1 ate to the 5.5 m s and 15.5 m s' wind speeds for the Dillon and Caldwell (1980) data. 

As shown in Fig. 5, the low and high wind speed x values of Dillon and Caldwell (1980) 
' 

have the same minimum, about 1 0 '  'CIS,  but the high wind values extend to maximum 

values over 2 x ' C I S  compared to only l o 6  ' ~ 1 s  for low winds. The towed body 

patches, with intermediate wind speeds, generally have intermediate x values, ranging from 

4 x to 1.0 x 0 ~ 2 1 s ,  which is in very satisfactory agreement. However, the wind speed 

on 7 September is closer to the lighter wind value of Dillon and Caldwell (1980) while the 

upper limit of the y range from 7 September approaches the highest x values they observed 

during the higher winds. The estimated space average 7 = 1.0 x lo-^ ' C I S  for the towed body 

data also seems to be intermediate between the space averages which might be estimated for 

the Dillon and Caldwell (1980) dropsonde data at different wind speeds, but as mentioned 
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previously, Dillon and Caldwell (1980) did not make such estimates of mean values for this 

depth range because of the high intermittency of their sample values. 

In contrast to both the towed body and Dillon and Caldwell (1980) patch x values, the 

Lange (1981) x profiles for intermediate wind speed ranges are in a substantially lower range, 

from to " ~ ~ 1 s .  This is somewhat higher than the mode x WODE = 4 x "c2/s of 

the lognormal ,y probability density function measured by Washburn and Gibson (1982b). 

XMEAV was 1.1 x l o 6  " C I S  for the same distribution, Clearly as a measure of the space aver- 

age mean 2 the Lange (1981) vertical y profiles are subject to large undersampling error, and 

are a factor of lo2- lo3 too small. This is consistent with the interpretations proposed by Gib- 

son (1982a,b) that the Gregg (1977) dropsonde estimate of in the main thermocline and the 

Oakey (1980) estimate of C in the Denmark Strait, respectively, are both too small by factors 

of at least lo2 due to undersampling error. It is also consistent with the proposal of Gibson 

(1980, 1981a) that the Gregg (1976) and Osborn and Bilodeau (1980) estimates of 2 and the 

Crawford (1976) and Crawford and Osborn (1980) estimates of F in equatorial undercurrent 

core layers may be too small by even larger factors. Large underestimates of x and e mean 

values due to undersampling error appears to be a characteristic result for single dropsonde tur- 

bulence profiles, particularly in ocean layers with strong intermittency. Since the dominant 

mixing activity may concentrate in layers with strong stratification and strong interrnittency, 

dropsonde turbulence profiles must be used with caution. Individual profiles should not be 

interpreted as representative of mean values at any depth. Qualitative variations of activity in 

isolated profiles may only reflect vertical variations of turbulence intermittency with consequent 

variations in undersampling error, so that the profiles will actually tend to be negatively corre- 

lated with true mean turbulence dissipation rates. It should be pointed out that Lange (1981) 

emphasizes that the number of e and y profiles he presents is small and that the 'statistical sta- 

bility' of his inferred mixing 'scenarios' is a problem. Lange (personal communication, 1982) 

found some profiles in the seasonal thermocline with y values larger than OCIS,  but did 

not report these in Lange (1981). 
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Figure 6 shows the turbulence activity parameter AT as a function of C for the micros- 

tructure patches from records A, B and D of Table 1. Most of the patches are in the com- 

pletely fossil turbulence portion of the diagram, with y < 5 N .  Rather than a constant value of 

AT = 0.18 as required by the universal scaling proposed by Caldwell et al. (19801, AT ranges 

between less than l o 2  to about 0.8. A line representing AT values computed from the 

Caldwell et al. (1980) measurements is shown in Fig. 6, as discussed by Gibson (1982~). Also 

shown is a dashed line of slope -4-1 corresponding to equality in (71, with AT = C/Co extrapo- 

lated to AT = 1, giving a lower bound estimate of the Cox number of patch D-4 at fossilization of 

Co 2 3 x lo5. The actual trajectory in time for patch D-4 should be in the opposite direction 

starting from a point in the turbulence range to the right and perhaps slightly above the 

point ( A T , C )  = (1,3 x 10') and proceeding downward on a curved path to the point in the fos- 

sil region actually measured, at (1.2 x 10-2,4009). 

Besides undersampling errors of the space averages due to spatial patchiness, the large Y o  

values in Fig. 5 and large 'Z0 values in Fig. 4 show that the estimates 2 and Z may be subject to 

large undersampling errors due to time intermittency of the turbulence process when used as 

measures of the space-time averages < x  > and < e  >. Presumably 

and 

where the space-time averages are over time periods less than the age of the patch with largest 

Co value, in this case patch D-4. More studies of the evolution of fossil turbulence with time 

are required before <x> and < e  > can be estimated with any confidence from fossil tur- 

bulence evidence alone. 

Figure 7 shows a comparison between the quantity e t 0  from (5)  and the quantity 
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where the length scale L1IT is computed from the band passed temperature variance ( 8 ~ ) ~  and 

the mean temperature gradient. L g t T  represents an overturning length scale similar to but 

smaller than the Thorpe overturning scale LT = Cmax defined by Gibson (1982a) since 

e O 1  == en" is smaller than e o .  The scale in (13) was also used by Stillinger (1981) as an estima- 

tor of the vertical overturning scale which produced the density fluctuations observed in his 

stratified water tunnel experiments. A correlation between elo and e "  might be expected since 

both are estimators of previous dissipation rates: elo is the dissipation rate required to produce 

the observed Cox numbers while e "  is the dissipation rate required to produce overturning on 

vertical scales LItr. Both dissipation estimates are consistently less than e o  because both 5 Tms 

and C on which they are based have decreased due to mixing between the time the events were 

most active and the time at which they were observed. Because horizontal temperature spectra 

tend to be steeply sloping with the greatest contributions to the variance arising from the long- 

est wavelengths resolved, we estimate urns in L1Ir from wavelengths 0.5 m to 1 cm. Tem- 

perature variance in this band as found to be a good indicator of microstructure activity as dis- 

cussed below. In estimating temperature variance from this band it  is assumed that fluctuations 

at wavelengths of 0.5 m and smaller within microstructure patches are produced by turbulence. 
- 

If contributions to (5 TI2 used in evaluating L1Ir include low wavenumber components which 

are much larger than patch sizes (wavelengths of several meters and larger) arising from the 

internal wave field say, this interpretation is invalid. The correlation between elo and e "  is 

quite good, with deviations generally less than a factor of two either way. Measurements of ello 

are intrinsically much easier than elo because e lo  requires frequency response to the diffusive 

cutoff of the temperature gradient spectrum at wavelengths about 1 cm, whereas an adequate 

estimate of cot'  could be obtained by detecting temperature fluctuations with wavelengths of 

about 50 cm. Generally we would expect e n  2 er to  2 el,,. 

Figure 8 shows a comparison between (5 T ) *  and (3 T / a x I 2  estimated for wavelengths 
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from 50 cm to 1 cm for a 400 m section of temperature record containing patch D-4 (see Fig- 

ure 2) .  The traces are qualitatively very similar and produce the correlation between e' ,  and 

e "  shown in Fig. 7. A correlation between (8 T ) ~  and ( a  T / Q X ) ~  similar to that shown in Fig. 8 

was also found if variance was computed for the range of wavelengths 100 to 1 cm. Figure 9 

shows temperature spectra and temperature gradient spectra plotted in variance preserving form 

from patch D-4, illustrating the separation in wavenumber between the portions of the tem- 

perature spectrum which dominate the two measures of turbulence dissipation rates at fossiliza- 
- 

tion ern and e l ' .  Most of the variance (8  TI2 is determined by wavelengths larger than 10 cm 

while most of the variance ( Q T / a x ) *  is determined by wavelengths smaller than 10 cm. Figure 

10 compares A$ = e/el0 from ( 5 )  with e / e "  for the 33 patches of Table 1 .  The clustering of 

the points about the line with slope +1 suggests that the two parameters are nearly equivalent 

over the full range of ~ / e ' ~  values from 6 x 10 0.61. The slight displacement of the points 

up from the + 1  line at very small values of the parameters may be due to molecular diffusion. 

Small values of e/ero  and e/e l ' ,  imply that the microstructure is "old" so that the Cox number 

appearing in the denominator of e/ero  = 6 / 1 3 ~ C N ~  may be reduced as molecular diffusion 

erases the high wavenumber contributions which dominate (V D2. The rms temperature 

fluctuation of LIPT in the parameter ~ / L " ] - N ~  is dominated by lower wavenumber contributions 

which take much longer to be affected by diffusion with the result that E / ~ ~ D C N ~  may be larger 

than e / L " } N 3  after long times. At this time no technique is available to measure without 

direct measurements of either QI/ /Q- \ -  or a T / a x  with spatial resolution to the viscous or 

diffusive scales. 

Finally, since much of this paper deals with quantities which must be derived indirectly, a 

discussion of possible error sources and uncertainties is in order. From ( 1 )  e depends on the 

fourth power of the peak wavenumber kp,  and since kp must be determined from a broad spec- 

tral maximum in some cases e may be quite uncertain, partly due to errors and partly reflecting 

the actual broad range of e values which causes the broad spectral maximum in the first place. 

The uncertainty in e  due to errors is generally much less than the range of e  variations. To 
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reduce scatter, spectral points near the peak wavenumber and higher wavenumbers are heavily 

smoothed prior to estimating kp. Attenuation of high wavenumber components of (V T ) ~  due 

to spatial resolution limitations of the microconductivity probe may result in underestimates of 

the Cox number by as much as 40% in the worst case although in most regions spectra are 

probably well resolved. This uncertainty is usually small compared to the wide range of C and 

x variations. Noise in temperature gradient spectra tends to increase with frequency which 

results in overestimates of the Cox number. Subtraction of noise spectra from signal spectra 

decreases Cox number estimates up to 30Â°/ in some regions with lower spectral levels but for 

most regions the differences are far less. High wavenumber portions of the conductivity gra- 

dient spectra which are apparently due to salinity fluctuations in some cases are affected by spa- 

tial resolution limitation of the probe. For this reason no region was found in which the 

diffusive scale salinity gradient variance ( a ~ / a x ) ~  could be resolved. However, the break point 

in the conductivity gradient spectra used in making preliminary estimates of ~3 usually occurred 

at scales of 1 cm and greater or at least 4 times the probe electrode length. At these scales the 

probe attenuation is probably not too severe. 

The primary conclusions of the present paper are not affected by uncertainties in e and y 

values as small as Â 40%. From Figures 4 and 5 we see that the range in measurement values 

of e is over 4 decades and the range of measured y values is over 5 decades. Agreement 

between the towed body and the Dillon and Caldwell (1980) patch x and e values is quite 

independent of the uncertainty in calculations of individual patch values. 

Measurement uncertainties are generally less than theoretical uncertainties in the expres- 

sions used to estimate previous turbulence dissipation rates and space-time averages. Gibson 

(1982a) estimates the uncertainties in the various fossil turbulence expressions reviewed in Sec- 

lion 3, giving eo = (13 Â  DM for (3) and ymin = ( 5  Â±\I or 

(1.2 Â 0.2)LR > X > (15 Â 3 )  LK for the uncertainty in the present turbulence criteria. 
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The estimates of previous eo,  y o  and Co values at fossilization using ( 7 )  and (8) give 

lower bounds. The uncertainty of the lower bound depends on AT = Ve/e'g. e measured 

using the temperature gradient technique is generally uncertain by about Â±30Â° if the spectrum 

approximates the Batchelor form, but as discussed previously, spectra are often broadened by 

averaging over patches which contain wide variations in e. For these patches various procedures 

might be selected to chose a representative value. In this paper we have chosen e correspond- 

ing to An, the wavenumber at the spectral peak, using (1). Some of the patch fluid, possibly 

most of the patch fluid, will have e values near ep  found by this method. en will tend to be 

less, sometimes orders of magnitude less, than ec estimated from a point a decade below the 

peak using Dillon and Caldwell's procedure. For example for the most active patch D-4 the 

spectrum peaks at a wavenumber 9.6 times less than the wavenumber kg where the spec- 

trum is a decade below the peak, compared to 3.7 times less for the 1-D Batchelor spectrum in 

Fig. 1. Therefore eg is 45 times e,,, ye is 6.7 yp = 6.7N and AT increases from 1.2 x 1 0 '  to 

8.0 x 1 0 2  which is slightly inside the region of mixed active and fossii turbulence in Fig. 6. 

The Caldwell et al. (19801, Dillon and Caldwell (1980) and Dillon (1982a) AT values from 

MILE are maxima, and many would be shifted into the completely fossil range (Fig. 6) if they 

had been based on ep  rather than eg. Only a half dozen patches for MILE reported by Dillon 

(1 982a) have AT values in the completely fossil range with y < SN,  and these are always 

patches with small C values in the range 25-210; most AT values are in the mixed active and 

fossil range with AT == 0.2 (Fig. 61, and only one patch was found with AT = 1.27 indicating 

completely active turbulence ty/N = 85, C = 3000, depth = 17 m). The experimental results 

of the OSU dropsonde measurements are therefore quite consistent with our towed body result. 

Because the largest e estimates for both data sets are generally several orders of magnitude less A 

than the smallest estimates of e n  values required for completely active turbulence, the conclu- 

sion that at least the largest scale temperature fluctuations of the microstructure patches are 

"fossil turbulence" remnants of previous, stronger turbulence activity seems inescapable. 
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The space-time average dissipation rates < e  > and < x  > in the seasonal thermocline can 

be given lower bounds Z and ji and upper bounds Zo and Yo. The lower bound space averages 

are probably valid over the 25 km scale of the MILE array within about Â 50% by comparing 

average values from Table 1 computed over various record lengths. The upper bounds of the 

space time average depend on the unknown time period that the fossil patches can preserve 

information about previous e o  and x o  values. Clearly studies of the time evolution of fossil 

turbulence patches in the ocean are needed in order to reliably infer space-time average tur- 

bulence and mixing parameters from data records of limited space-time duration. 
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Evidence is presented by Washburn and Gibson (1982b) that the dominant mixing 

activity in the upper ocean layers during MILE may be concentrated at the depth of maximum 

vertical density gradient in the seasonal thermocline, at depths 30-40 m. In this paper, detailed 

analysis of the most active patches of temperature microstructure found in the seasonal thermo- 

cline from 5700 m of record is presented. Several conclusions about the mixing processes and 

the problems of quantitative sampling of the turbulence and mixing activity may be drawn. 

First of all, the turbulent mixing is completely dominated by a very small portion of the 

layer, less than 1% of the record accounting for over 70% of i .  This patchiness in space has 

been noted by  previous investigators, and complicates the problem of estimating the actual 

average values of the turbulence dissipation rates e and x. Very large record lengths are 

required for the space averages to converge. Averages from short record lengths are strongly 

biased to small values. Gibson (1980; 1981a; 1982a,b,c) has suggested that several attempts to 

estimate mean dissipation rates and vertical diffusivities from a few dropsonde profiles may be 

biased by factors of lo2 - lo4 to small values by such undersampling errors. Because undersam- 

piing error increases with turbulence intermittency and because the intermittency may be larg- 

est in the most actively turbulent layers which are the most strongly stratified, it was suggested 

that the qualitative distribution of e and y from such dropsonde profiles may be negatively 

correlated with the profiles of actual mean values. The present intercomparisons between 

towed body and dropsonde e and y values seems to confirm these suggestions. 

Besides being patchy in space, the mixing process is quite intermittent in time. The space 

average temperature variance dissipation rate for the present measurements is dominated by the 

mixing in a few almost completely nonturbulent fossil turbulence patches. Previous x values in 

these patches were up to 100 times greater when the patches were actively turbulent according 

to comparisons with the Gibson (1980) fossil turbulence model. If all the patches detected 

were simultaneously turbulent with their previous dissipation rates at fossilization e Ã  and yo, 

the space average would increase from the measured value of Z = 2 x 1 0 ^ c m 2 s 3  to 
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- eo  = 1.3 x 1 0 - W s " '  and would increase from 1.0 x 'c2s-' to yo = 3.2 x lo-' 'c2 s-I,  

factors of 650 and 32, respectively. Actual space-time averages < e >  and < x >  should lie 

somewhere between these bounds; that is, (7,:) < ( < e > ,  < x > )  < (Z0,Xo). These values 

represent the first attempt to estimate space time average dissipation rates using the Gibson 

(1980) fossil turbulence model. Several aspects of the attempt are complicated by the large 

variability of e within the microstructure patches indicated by broadening of spectra compared 

to the universal Batchelor form. Because e and hT are variable small scale turbulence may exist 

in all the microstructure patches examined even where ~ / 8  < 5. However we believe that the 

evidence for fossil turbulence effects at the largest vertical scales of the microstructure is 

overwhelming. Dillon (1982a,b) questions this interpretation based on energetic and tempera- 

ture variance balances which we think are not inconsistent with fossil turbulence. Further dis- 

cussion of the theoretical issues is beyond the scope of the present paper. 

Some preliminary values of salinity dissipation rates xs were estimated from high 

wavenumber portions of the microconductivity spectra which showed salinity viscous convective 

subranges above the noise. A first order estimate of the vertical diffisuvity ratio KS/KT is 

about 1.0, based on the observation that xs/XT = (a .^ /a~)~ / (aT' /az )~ .  

Finally, a technique was investigated for detecting efo = ~ ~ D C N ~  by measuring band 

passed temperature variance at wavelengths of about 50 cm and smaller rather than the 

diffusive scale temperature gradient variance. It was found that e "  = [ 2 8 ~ , . ~ ~ / ( 9  f i 9 z ) l 2  

was within a factor of 2 of ern for most of the 33 microstructure patches studied, suggesting 

that rapid surveys of C = (4/13) [5 Trm3/(a 77a:)12 ( N / D )  could be carried out with tempera- 

ture sensors capable of detecting temperature fluctuations at wavelengths of only 50 cm rather 

than the more demanding centimeter scale resolution required for full resolution of the smallest 

scale temperature gradients. If our interpretation of the turbulence sampling problem is 

correct, rapid surveys covering very large areas and depth ranges are likely to be necessary 

aspects of future ocean turbulence sampling schemes. 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Figure 1. Examples of temperature gradient spectra compared to the 1-D Batchelor spec- 

trum (dashed) and the noise. Broad spectral peaks from regions B and C may 

result from large variations of e in microstructure regions. Patch numbers 

correspond to Table 1. 

Figure 2. Temperature as a function of horizontal distance for records A, B, C and D 

selected for analysis from the total record of 8.3 km. The locations and extents of 

the most active microstructure patches are shown, along with identification 

numbers used in the summary of computed statistical parameters for each patch in 

Table 1, and in Figures 1, 3, 4, 5 and 6. Measurements were made on September 

7, 1977 (Julian Day 250) from a towed body in the depth interval 30-40 m within 

the seasonal thermocline. 

Figure 3.  Conductivity gradient spectra from microstructure patches A-1 and A-4 compared 

to the noise. For k > 1 cpcm the spectrum from A-4 shows a salinity viscous 

convective subrange above the noise. The salinity dissipation rate xs  can be 

inferred from xT  and the ratio (PS/4T of salinity and temperature viscous convec- 

tive subranges, as shown. The salinity dominated portion of the conductivity 

spectrum from patch A-1 is below the noise. For patch A-4 xs  = 2.2 x lo-' 

( u 2 s - '  and Cs = 500.000. 

Figure 4. Comparison of e values measured in the seasonal thermocline during MILE. 

Patch values from the towed body (numbered open squares from Table 1) are 

overlapped by patch values (open circles and triangles) from the Dillon and 

Caldwell (1980) dropsonde, giving good agreement. e o  and e O 1  values from 

Table 1 are indicated by numbered points and crossed squares, showing that e 

values for the patches before the time of observation were much larger. Note that 

the e values for patches D-3, D-4 and D-5 are in the completely fossil range, as 
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shown above, and are about 10' less than their previous e o  values at fossilization. 

The Lange (1981) heated thermistor e profiles are surprisingly large considering 

that the corresponding x profiles shown in Fig. 5 are so small. The upper plot 

shows the buoyancy and viscous scales corresponding to the e values below, with 

N = 2.4 x rad/sec. The range of wavelengths A which can be actively tur- 

bulent is 1.2 Lo 3 A 3 15 Lr according to Gibson (1981b, 1982a1, and is shown 

2 3 by the crosshatched region. All microstructure patches with l < l o 4  cm /s are 

completely fossil turbulence. Mean values Z, Z' and Cg from Table 1 are shown. 

Figure 5. Comparison of x and C values measured in the seasonal thermocline during 

MILE. Patch values of x from the towed body (numbered open squares, from 

Table 1) are overlapped by the patch values inferred from Dillon and Caldwell 

1 (1980) assuming aT/az = 0.3 'C m" (open circles and triangles), giving good 

agreement. Lange (1981) x profiles also shown on the figure are somewhat larger 

than XMODE = 4 x 1 0 l 0  'c2/s from the lognormal probability distribution function 

for x measured by Washburn and Gibson (1982b), but are much less than the 

patch x values or XWJV. x0 and C, values at fossilization from Table 1 are indi- 

cated by numbered crossed squares, and show that previous values were larger by 

factors of 10' - lo2, not so large as the factors of lo5 for e shown in Fig. 4. 

Figure 6. Turbulence activity parameter AT versus C for data of Table 1. Record A patches 

are numbered open circles, Record B triangles and Record D squares. The solid 

line is from Caldwell et al. (1980) and Gibson (1982~1, and shows that the 

Caldwell et al. (1980) MILE dropsonde data is either completely fossil ( y  < 5N) 

or fossil at large scales (the triangular "fossil +activef' region where 

1 2 AT 3 4.4/c1"'). Extrapolation of C values to a point < Co is illustrated by 

the dashed line for patch D-4 using (7). Note that according to Caldwell et al. 

(1980) AT should have a constant value 0.18 rather than the wide scatter over a 

range of 2 decades observed. 
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Figure 7. Comparison of efo = 13DCN2 with a similar quantity inferred from the 

bandpassed temperature variance e "  = [2 8 Tone (9 ? / ~ Z ) - ' ] ~ ! V ~ .  The 

wavenumber passband for 8 T,ms is 0.02 < k <: 1 cpcm. 

Figure 8. Comparison of horizontal profiles of bandpassed temperature variance (8 T ) ~  with 

temperature gradient variance for a 400 m section of data containing microstruc- 

ture patch D-4 (at 275 m). The passband for both ( 8 D 2  and (a 7 ' 1 9 ~ ) ~  is 

0.02 < k < lcpm. The similarity between the two profiles shows that bandpassed 

variance (8 TI2 is a good indicator of diffusive scale temperature gradient activity. 

Figure 9. Temperature and temperature gradient spectra for for patch D-4 from the record 

of Fig. 8 in variance preserving form. Note the separation in wavenumber 

between the portions of the spectra which dominate (6 and (9 T/QxI2 shown in 

Fig. 8 and e "  and efo shown in Fig. 7. 

Figure 10. Comparison of A$ = e/efo with e / e "  for 33 patches from Table 1. Small values 

of e/efo and e/eno indicate that the dissipation rates e in the patches were higher 

before observation. elo is an estimator of the dissipation rate required to produce 

the observed Cox number while e "  is an estimator of the rate required to over- 

turn on an inferred vertical scale Lr" defined in Fig. 7. 
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carlgibson
Text Box
Note that the extreme intermittency of turbulence in natural flows like the ocean, clearly shown in this pioneering study of Washburn and Gibson, is the key physical process responsible for catastrophic equatorial icing events that have killed hundreds of airplane passengers and crew and consumed billions of dollars searching the ocean bottom in questionable locations suggested by conspiracy theories.  CHG  (see JofC Vol. 21, 22, etc.).  Skepticism and pressures of the oceanographic community about the existence of fossil turbulence and turbulence intermittency led Prof. Washburn (then a postdoc) to wisely request delay of publication of this paper.  Neither of us anticipated that such a state of ignorance, which still persists, could kill anyone or waste so much time and money.




